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Supporters of Proposition 10, which would repeal the Costa-Hawkins Rental Housing Act, a law cracking
down on rent control, said the measure is vitally needed in a state crippled by a housing crisis, where
skyrocketing rents are driving the middle class and working poor out of the state or onto the street. Proposition
10 allows cities and counties to put into effect new rent control measures or expand existing ones. Opponents
of Proposition 10 say that that if the measure passes, widespread rent control regulations will cause property
values to crater and rents to lock in for years at the current levels. Swanson, who has lived in his apartment for
a decade, said the yearly rent increase typically was 3 percent to 5 percent. The landlord promised to
reconsider the rent hike if Proposition 10 failed, and included a packet of No on 10 information with the rent
hike letter. Your property is not rent controlled, but may become rent controlled as early as Nov. Therefore, in
preparation for the passage of this ballot initiative we must pass along a rent increase today. Rampart describes
itself as a midsized management company that represents hundreds of apartment owners and real-estate
investors. So as a result, I will unfortunately raise rents again. A few spoke on the record, but most spoke only
on the condition of anonymity because they feared retaliation by their landlord. A No on 10 spokesman said
voter intimidation is not happening and that there is no coordinated campaign to have landlords pressure their
tenants. The latest campaign disclosure reports through Oct. During the time period of July 25 to Sept.
Maviglio rejected the notion that there was a concerted effort by the campaign and the apartment managers
and landlords associations to threaten tenants. Clearly it is an attempt by [apartment] managers to get these
tenants to vote against Prop. Updates donations to Yes on 10 and No on 10 campaigns to reflect latest state
disclosure reports, 25thth grafs. Jasmine Zamora The only act of foul play in the Prop 10 debate is by a rent
control activist, caught on camera, and caught by police, trying to sabotage the democratic process: Mountain
View police announced this afternoon that they have cited Job Lopez, 73, for petty theft and vandalism in
connection with the spray-painting of the John Inks for City Council sign. Job Lopez is identified as a tenant
activist. Prop 10 supporters appears to think petty theft and vandalism is justified in their campaign. If it fails,
landlords rolling back those increases are not prevented for increasing rents in the future if they find it justified
or necessary, something that they could be prevented from doing if Prop 10 passes. That seems to be the way
to go in my opinion. Housing is a need, and if you want any economy to succeed you need people to have
homes, jobs and an income to spend on more products than just one. Marusik Vote Yes on Prop How can
imposing rent control on newly constructed apartment buildings and single family homes help providing more
affordable housing? The rhetoric of Prop 10 does not fly. I refuse to listen to any paid shill. Support for
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Based in Nevada's state capital of Carson City, Capital Crossfire is an issues and discussion program that encourages
open discourse without contention and in recognition of the facts.

Format[ edit ] The show was hosted by two pundits, one of whom was presented as being "on the left " and
one "on the right ," to provide two sides of the political spectrum. The show usually featured two additional
"left and right" guests on each topic of discussion. On some occasions only one guest was featured.
Occasionally, when the co-hosts agreed on the featured topic, two guests of the opposing view would appear.
More rarely, when hosts disagreed with the prevailing view of their side, they would debate someone from
their own camp who agreed with it. The program, on which the pair debated political issues, was highly
praised, but its ratings were low and, in , it was cancelled. Turner backed down and agreed to give them a half
hour at In , Buchanan left the show for a job as communications director in the Reagan White House. In ,
Buchanan returned to the show, replacing Novak. Later years[ edit ] In late , Buchanan left the program to
pursue the Republican Party nomination for the presidency, and was replaced by John Sununu in the
conservative seat. Buchanan returned in and alternated with Sununu. In , Buchanan again left the show to
pursue an unsuccessful bid for the Republican nomination for president. The initial hosts were Bob Beckel on
the left and Tony Snow on the right. Kinsley left the show at the end of and in early , CNN selected two hosts
to alternate on the left: Geraldine Ferraro and Bill Press. In , Buchanan again returned to the program,
replacing Novak on the right. At the end of the year Ferraro left the program and Press became the full-time
representative of the left. A month later Sununu left the show, and Novak returned alternating with Buchanan.
In February , Crossfire Sunday was cancelled. Crossfire studio at the George Washington University in In ,
Buchanan left the show for the last time and Mary Matalin was his replacement, alternating with Novak on the
right. In , Matalin left the program to join the White House staff and she was replaced by Tucker Carlson. In ,
the length of the program was increased to an hour. Novak and Carlson retained their slots as alternating hosts
on the right. Paul Begala and James Carville replaced Press on the left. The new style did not rate well, and in
April , Crossfire was reduced back to just half an hour and moved from prime-time to an afternoon slot. He
used his appearance on the show to raise criticisms of the format of Crossfire and the style of arguments
presented on the show. He said the program failed its responsibility to the public discourse and indulged in
partisan hackery, reducing news coverage of important issues to a series of talking points from both extremes
of the political spectrum: Here is what I wanted to tell you guys: You have a responsibility to the public
discourse, and you fail miserably. Begala defended the show on the basis that it was intended as a forum for
debate, to which Stewart responded that calling Crossfire a debate show was "like saying pro wrestling is a
show about athletic competition. At a time when the average number of viewers of the show was about ,, the
episode drew , viewers. Revival[ edit ] A revival of Crossfire was announced on June 26, , for a premiere in
late , with panelists Newt Gingrich , S. Cupp , Stephanie Cutter , and Van Jones. On October 15, , the show
was officially cancelled for the second time.
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In the last few weeks, Capitol Weekly contacted dozens of tenants' rights groups, poverty-rights advocates, seniors'
groups, attorneys and others who work with renters on issues of evictions and unfair rent increases.
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Used Chrysler Crossfire, Coupe for sale from Capitol Toyota in Salem, OR | for a test drive. Serving drivers near Keizer,
Stayton, Monmouth and Dallas, OR.
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In Windsor, Ontario, angst is rising that the border town's ties to the U.S. auto industry, already strained by steel tariffs,
could soon be ruptured by President Trump's threatened tariffs on.
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v v v more stuff down here v v v This is The Last of Us Remastered! Here we have The Last of Us Multiplayer! This time
we are interrogating on capital!
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Capital Valley United SC Citrus heights, CA racedaydvl.com Administrator: Capital Valley Boys Points: Girls Points:
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Welcome to Robotics! Our Mission is to inspire and motivate students to pursue careers in engineering, science,
technology and mathematics through participation in a sports-like science and engineering-based robotics competition.
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CrossFit Amped has three convenient locations. Visit us at our Seattle location in the Capitol Hill neighborhood, our
Downtown Bellevue location, or in Shoreline.
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